ADDENDUM 2

To:           All Interested Proposers
From:         Linda Gonzalez, Inventory Bid Technician
Date:         July 2, 2008
Subject:      Bid # 08-088, Two (2) Mixers for the Jail Annex

The Purchasing Department received a question relating to the above referenced proposal; the response is as follows:

1. A Deluxe Accessory Package includes:
   80 Qt.  S.S. Bowl
   80 Qt. “D” Wire Whip
   80 Qt. Accessories are not applicable for the 60 qt. Mixer.

Are you asking for a 60 Qt. S.S. Bowl and a 60 Qt. wire whip?

We are asking for a 60 Qt. S.S. Bowl and with a 60 Qt. “D” Wire Whip.